TECH TALENT
BUILDING YOUR TEAM
Things have changed. Your organization, budget, and priorities may
look very different. But it’s time to rebuild your team, get your
projects back on track, and find the right people to fill your skill gaps
quickly. With another year of uncertainty ahead, employers are
focused on flexible staffing and recruiting quality remote workers.

AUTOMATION

DEVOPS

IT projects are more complex than ever. The technologies are
complicated, integrations are challenging, and experienced
experts are hard to find. Your projects will likely need a bench of
experts. iShift has access to an extensive network of talented IT
professionals immediately available for project work.

During the recruitment process, conducting technical interviews is
the most time-consuming activity for an IT department. iShift
streamlines this process by vetting each of the qualified applicants
with our own IT experts. Our executive team will ensure that the
candidates we recommend are the best match for your requirements.

COLLABORATION
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ACCESS TO EXPERTS

VETTING CANDIDATES

VDI

DATA CENTER

STORAGE

NETWORKING

SIMPLIFYING THE PROCESS
Receiving hundreds of “qualified” resumes from an employment
agency is not that helpful. As seasoned IT professionals, our process
simplifies technical recruiting. You’ll choose the best cultural fit from
a handful of highly skilled recommendations—reducing the time,
effort, and cost of onboarding the experts you need.
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TECH TALENT
SCALE ON DEMAND
Adding battle-tested architects, engineers, developers, project
managers, or system administrators on demand is quick and easy
with a contingent workforce. Scale your team for a new project or
add a subject matter expert to fill a skills gap. The people placed
within your organization are an extension of our passionate IT
consulting culture and will be supported by our leadership team,
employees, and partners.

Long
Term

Short
Term

Contract
to Hire

“With customer
demand outpacing
our ability to hire, we
challenged iShift to
find skills that met
our discriminating
demands. iShift
delivered!”
Ron Wilson, CEO
InterviewStream

Direct
Hire

RECRUIT EXPERTS QUICKLY
DEFINE

IDENTIFY

VET

RECOMMEND

Mutually agree on
the requirements
for a position.

Match our
candidates to the
requirements.

Assess and qualify
the candidates’
technical expertise.

Present the best
candidates to the
client.

NO RISK. NO COMMITMENT.
All tech talent resources are provided with no risk and no
commitment. If you are not happy with a specific person, we will
replace them at no extra charge. If your staff augmentation needs
change, you can cancel an engagement at any time.
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Call 480-477-5050
to discuss your
IT staffing
requirements.
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